Alvaro,

I love what you have done with our website.

http://www.rupawasi.net/

Did you design it? Did you have to find a replacement chef and if so are they as good as you?

How far away is Condor House II from completion?

I want to reserve the top room of Condor House One, year round.

Would you prefer to speak or handle this via email?

Ps – I haven’t forgotten your courage in spelling out to the corrupt owners of the Blue Train “concession” exactly the way it is, even if the poster lasted no time to speak of.

A lot of people, particularly here in the US don’t have a clue about what a “drag” a foreign based Monopoly has on the local economy. US Americans, the druggies of the world, talk a lot about all the things that are wrong with having a Monopolist who when wiping out the competition and price fixing their exclusive service/product it really hasn’t cost US Americans apart from our minds, as the monopolists use their “money power” granted to them by US Americans with the biggest guns to get what we want from local economies and once sucked dry of your wetlands, your Inka trails, your gas flowing free of charge to southern California, your gold, not to mention the gold filling taken from the hundreds of thousands of your countrymen who have simply disappeared, and finally your culture, then all that’s left is for those of you who survive to be at each other’s throats.

The world has come a long way since I first came across all of you in early March 2002 and then along with Pypeetoe hung
around long enough to fall in love with this very easy to fall in love with wonder of the world.

It is no longer poor, poor, poor Pypeetoe as his spirit flies even higher and it is not what I believe it is but what I know and besides God, who art in heaven, figured at the start he was too cute and so fast and so very cuddly, and never too good for the best of Marie’s cashmere scarves that keep her warm
on the chilliest of nights, his speckles of hair no doubt will outlive us all.

Let’s not also forget how impossible it was two years later to get a good night’s sleep especially if you are sick and who can forget you and your one friend playing the Didgeridoo to soothe Marie’s stomach and head pains.

We all, good, bad and indifferent, all know that it is a miracle we are all still alive even those deathly ill can’t believe their eyes when they wake in the morning and the world hasn’t blown.

So why aren’t we all, not just me, living life to the full, really celebrating, what exactly do we have to lose?

Of course we can all agree, however we define God, the truth is, it is a miracle, meaning only a God could be keeping us alive and so what exactly is there to be afraid of from dying so long as you have lived right.

This is logic 101.

I could, possibly should have, ended it right there for those of us who have “lived right” know no fear even if we have “slipped up here and there” while doing our
“level best” to make amends that has us not only alive, invigorated but “fighting fit”.

Well the rest have died, mostly all recycled, that’s why we don’t think much about them, but the worst remain and now have to live each day knowing their lifespan is getting shorter as time passes them by leaving today a very “black and white”, every so often colorful mark of each one of their good and foul moves.

It is all about “going with the flow” but that doesn’t mean you can remain “inactive” but once figuring it all out and of course I can show how, one simply guides oneself with one’s immediate surrounding that of course has to be placed there right in front by The Guiding Light that forces you to “think” and if “unconscious”, oblivious to this “Game of Life”, it is not only time that will pass you by but look at how much fun you end up missing out on.

And then there is still God who can pick up what the Internet/emails fail to say.

All the automatic responses, all the “recipient doesn’t like you” tell a great deal as well.

One great teaching and there are many in Judaism is that when a bad person changes their behavior they cannot be reminded of their past.

2008 is the year to rejoice Remembrance.

From: Rupa Wasi Eco Lodge [mailto:info@rupawasi.net]
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 6:02 PM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net; alvarobedoya@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: CONTACT - RUPAWASI

Hello Gary

alvarobedoya@hotmail.com

Regards

Tatiana
Rupa Wasi
Eco Lodge

We specialize in Gourmet trips to Peru and Argentina, these are unique, and one of a kind trips for those who love food and wines as well as traveling to amazing locations.

www.thousandflavors.com

On Fri Dec 7 17:29 , Gary Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> sent:
Contáctenos

Usted ha recibido información procedente del formulario de contáctanos de la página web de RUPAWASI.

Name: Gary Gevisser
E-Mail: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Country: United States
Message:
How do I reach Alvero?